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Testing Small File Storage Efficiency
This is a customer guide to testing SFSE prior to implementing it in your institution or datacenter.
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Executive summary testing small file storage efficiency 
Small File Storage Efficiency was created for Healthcare archives that do not containerize data before archiving. The 
creation of small files (files under 1MB) on an Isilon cluster will require a larger amount of storage capacity than data 
that is containerized prior to being stored on a cluster. With the use of SFSE, un-containerized files can be stored in an 
efficient manner, reducing the amount of capacity being consumed. 
This technical guide is designed to illustrate how to implement the Isilon™ and OneFS™ Small File Storage Efficiency™ 
(SFSE) feature as well as provide the commands to identify the capacity being recovered for Healthcare archives.
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Introduction small file storage efficiency 
To take advantage of SFSE the Dell EMC™ Isilon cluster must be running Dell EMC OneFS™ version 8.0.1 or later. 
Consult with your local Sales Executive on the recommended version for Healthcare. It is recommended to run a test on 
a subset of the data to which OneFS Small File Storage Efficiency (SFSE) will be applied. This can be done on a test 
system or on a simulator. During the test, it is recommended to document modifications to the steps provided, which may 
be unique to your site.
Throughout this paper, references will be made to the test environment that was created and to the directories that were 
used for testing. Testing at a site and in production environments will vary from the directories listed, but the commands 
will remain the same.
The following sections will step through set up and testing SFSE on production or test systems; they will also move 
through how to monitor that system while it is running. A word of caution: SFSE is not an overnight process; it will take 
time to complete. As SFSE is running, space is immediately and continuously freed on the Isilon cluster. During Dell EMC 
tests, done internal and on customer production systems, 5 to 8TB of capacity was typically recovered per day. 

SFSE settings
SFSE has a few different options associated with packing the data. View the options by running the commands below. 
When using these commands to change a setting, the setting is applied to the cluster.
To view a full list of the commands, the following command can be executed: isi_packing --ls

Default Settings for Output of Command
Enabled: No

Enable ADS: No

Enable snapshots: No

Enable mirror containers: No

Enable mirror translation: No

Unpack recently modified: No

Unpack snapshots: No

Avoid deduped files: Yes

Maximum file size: 1016.0k

SIN cache cutoff size: 8.00M

Minimum age before packing: 1D

Directory hint maximum entries: 16

Container minimum size: 1016.0k

Container maximum size: 1.000G

When testing SFSE, set “Minimum age before packing” to 0 (files to be packed immediately after the policy is executed): 
isi_packing -I --min-age 0

Other options can be modified, but testing has shown this made little difference in the consumed space. 
As an example, Snapshots™ could be set to YES but could prolong the SFSE process. 
Over time, SFSE will propagate into the Snapshots.
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Creating the rule for SFSE
Command to Enable Packing: isi_packing –-enabled=true 
Verify “Enabled” is set to YES: isi_packing –-ls
Expected Output from the command: Enabled: Yes
Example Rule 1 Created: isi filepool policies create [name] --enable-packing=true --begin-filter 
--path=/ifs/data/[filepath] --end-filter

Example Rule 2 Created: isi filepool policies create [name] --enable-packing=true --begin-filter 
--path=/ifs/data/[filepath] –-and –-birth-time=18M –-operator=gt --end-filter

Replace name with what you would like to call the rule. Note that it is case sensitive. Write down the name you select.
Replace /ifs/data/[filepath] with the path of the data SFSE will be applied to. 

Policies can be viewed with the following commands:
isi filepool policies list

isi filepool policies list -v

Other arguments can be used to help narrow down the dataset. In most cases, birth-time has been used with a greater 
than <gt> date assigned.
Supported arguments
 --accessed-time=<value>
 --birth-time=<value>
 --changed-time=<value>
 --custom-attribute=<value>
 --file-type=<value>
 --metadata-changed-time=<value>
 --name=<value>
 --path=<value>

 --size=<value>

When you have multiple test sets, CREATE A RULE for each set. 
It is recommended to set the minimum age listed in isi_packing to a few months less than the date selected in the rule 
that was created. If there are multiple rules with different days, select the oldest date. 
For example, if the rule has greater than 180 days, set minimum age to 150 days. If the desired setting is 180 days, use 
the following command:
Set the minimum age on all nodes in the cluster .isi_packing -I --min-age 15552000 
Calculate this setting:
This setting is based on seconds.
60 (sec) x 60 (min) = 3600, 3600 x 24 (hours) = 86,400, 86,400 x 180 (days) = 15,552,000. 

Running tests
At this point, the test is ready to run. To create a baseline, it is best to leave everything in default for the first round 
before running any tests, capture the current storage efficiency values. 
To do this, run the following commands: isi_storage_efficiency
To get the most accurate report regarding the storage efficiency gained after running a packing procedure against a 
particular subdirectory, it is useful to run the following command before and after a SmartPools™ job. The isi_storage_
efficiency command must be run from within the subdirectory that was packed.
In the example below, efficiency increased to 36% after SFSE was enabled, from 20%. 
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Without SFSE applied
hop-isi-w-1# isi_storage_efficiency

Mode Count Logical data size Size Blocks
 DIR 1 0 17129923 264448
 REG 590687 19355631616 14767175000 141764880

Storage efficiency
File data 0.203450520833
File logical data 0.266666666667
Overall 0.203307274345
Overall logical 0.266170153252

With SFSE applied 
When SFSE is applied, note an additional line appears: SIN; this is the Shadow Inode Number™.
hop-isi-w-1# isi_storage_efficiency

Mode Count Logical data size Size Blocks
DIR 1 0 17129923 264448
REG 590687 19355631616 14767175000 28352976
SIN 720 23654424576 37224497152 50771684

Storage efficiency
File data 0.364515166991
File logical data 0.477777319678
Overall 0.363722382847
Overall logical 0.476185826088

hop-isi-w-1# du –h
This needs to be executed from the PARENT DIRECOTRY.
In this example, /ifs/data/ was setup with both a CONTROL DIRECTORY and a directory that SFSE would be applied to. 
The commands du and du –h were executed from /ifs/data directory. 
When running the commands, du provides a more exact measurement, but du –h will normally provide enough 
information for general calculations.
In the example below, 25, 50, 250, 500, and 2,000K size files were stored in each DIRECTORY. 

File size bytes Total Physical Capacity used Total files
 25,000 71,014,664 KBytes 590,687
 50,000 69,196,320 KBytes 360,000
 250,000 38,032,544 KBytes 72,000
 500,000 27,944,160 KBytes 36,000
 2,000,000 24,770,080 KBytes 9,000
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The du commands need to be executed from the PARENT DIRECTORY.

Bytes hop-isi-w-1# du GigaBytes hop-isi-w-1# du -h
33210696 ./25 (SFSE applied) 32G ./25 (SFSE applied)
71014664 ./25c 68G ./25c
28876320 ./50 (SFSE applied) 28G ./50 (SFSE applied)
69196320 ./50c 66G ./50c
19600544 ./250 (SFSE applied) 19G ./250 (SFSE applied)
38032544 ./250c 36G ./250c 
18728160 ./500 (SFSE applied) 18G ./500 (SFSE applied)
27944160 ./500c 27G ./500c
17858080 ./2000 (SFSE applied) 17G ./2000 (SFSE applied)
24770080 ./2000c 24G ./2000c

Start the job: isi job jobs start smartpools
Write down the job number: isi job jobs view [job #]
To check status of the job: isi job list
You can do this to make sure the job has completed. This can 
also be monitored in the OneFS GUI. 

OneFS SmartQuotas™

If QUOTAS are being used, SFSE will not impact them, because 
most QUOTAS are based on the logical capacity – not the physical 
capacity – of the data being stored. If Quota Accounting is set to 
include DATA PROTECTION, SFSE will be reflected in the capacity 
used.

Reviewing the results
At this point, the SFSE process has completed. We will review the specifics of what happened. 

The next list of commands will show how SFSE was applied to your data: isi job reports view -v [Job #] 

Locate your policy name in the list. When located, look in that section for FILES PACKED located near the bottom of the 
section with your policy name. This will show the policy executed.

The current version of SFSE may need to run SmartPools multiple times to pack all files.

Refer to Appendix 1 for an example of this output.

du –h

Refer to the examples in the previous section.

You can now do a quick compare between the CONTROL DIRECTORY and TEST DIRECTORY to see how much 
capacity was recovered.

Cleaning up after testing
When testing is complete, the data will need to be unpacked and the policies removed. 
The following section outlines the commands required to accomplish these tasks.
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Unpacking the datasets
isi filepool policies modify [policy] --enable-packing=false

Replace [policy] with the policy name created. isi job jobs start smartpools

Execute du –h to see your test and control directory are the same. Isi job reports view –v [job id]

Start at the top of the output and locate the POLICY NAME that was created. Under that policy, locate the line FILES 
UNPACKED: #### and validate that it matches the expected files to be unpacked. 

Clean up the shadow stores: isi job jobs start ShadowStoreDelete

Deleting files
After applying SFSE to a directory, there may be a need to delete files in that directory. 

When deleting files – manually or by application – that have SFSE applied to them, ShadowStoreDelete job will need 
to be executed. The recovered metadata capacity may be seen immediately when system level commands du, df, or isi 
status are executed. The data blocks are not released until ShadowStoreDelete job is executed. This can be ran from 
the OneFS GUI under cluster management>Job operations>Job types and selecting ShadowStoreDelete. 

The current default setting in OneFS for the ShadowStoreDelete job automatically is 12AM Sunday night. This can be 
changed if required. 

Using InsightIQ™

InsightIQ can be used to monitor and track how SFSE 
is functioning on your cluster. If InsightIQ is used, 
Snapshots for OneFS File System Analytics™ (FSA) 
have to be turned off in the setting screen on InsightIQ. 

This can be done using the InsightIQ GUI. By selecting 
SETTINGS, select your cluster, and select the FSA 
CONFIGURATION tab. On this screen, ensure that 
Take Snapshot is not selected. 

If selected, deselect and uncheck the box and submit.  

When Take Snapshot is selected, the physical 
capacities will not report correctly when SFSE is 
applied. SFSE was tested with InsightIQ version  
4.1.2 or higher. 

Removing policies
List all your policies: isi filepool policies list

Replace [policy name] with your policy: isi filepool policies delete [policy name]-f

Estimating recovered capacity
When trying to estimate the amount of capacity that will be recovered using SFSE, 33% of physical disk usage can be 
used as a guide for the minimum amount of capacity to be recovered. 

Actual results are dependent on the size distribution of files and the size of the cluster. In testing, 33% has been the least 
amount of capacity recovered when using SFSE, however testing of SFSE has shown the overall average recovered 
capacity percentage to be in the low 40 percentages. 
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Summary of commands to execute
This section provides a list of the commands you need to execute to perform your testing. 
If doing the testing over and over to find the best setting.
It is important to unpack the data and free up the Shadow Stores. 
If this is not done, it could lead to false results. 
isi_packing –-enabled=true

isi_packing -I --min-age 0 (if an older time is required, consult the calculation in section 1.2)
isi filepool policies create name --enable-packing=true --begin-filter --path=/ifs/data/
testdata --end-filter 

du –h

isi job jobs start smartpools

isi job jobs view [job id]

isi job reports view –v [Job #]

du –h

If running commands additional times, you will need to reset the test directory and delete the Shadow Stores.
isi filepool policies modify [policy] --enable-packing=false

isi job jobs start smartpools

isi job jobs start ShadowStoreDelete

du –h

When additional tests need to be executed, just change enable-packing back to TRUE.
isi filepool policies modify [policy] --enable-packing=true

isi job jobs start smartpools 
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Appendix: Testing environment
Isilon
Model Isilon A200/H400/H500 Gen 6
OneFS version 8.1.0.2
Nodes 4

Report output
Below is an example of the output when when the following command is executed. 
In this example, the policy name was DICOM, and under DICOM there are 48,672 files packed.
isi job reports view  –v [Job #]

isi_sstore list

Command Output: SmartPools[1018] phase 1 (2016-08-31T10:29:47

---------------------------------------------

Elapsed time 12 seconds

Working time 12 seconds

Group at phase end <1,6>: { 1:0-5, smb: 1, nfs: 1, hdfs: 1, swift: 1, all_enabled_
protocols: 1}

Errors

‘dicom’:

{‘Policy Number’: 0,

‘Files matched’: {‘head’:512, ‘snapshot’: 256}

‘Directories matched’: {‘head’: 20, ‘snapshot’: 10},

‘ADS containers matched’: {‘head’:0, ‘snapshot’: 0},

‘ADS streams matched’: {‘head’:0, ‘snapshot’: 0},

‘Access changes skipped’: 0,

‘Protection changes skipped’: 0,

‘Packing changes skipped’: 0,

‘File creation templates matched’: 0,

‘Skipped packing non-regular files’: 2,

‘Files packed’: 48672,

‘Files repacked’: 0,

‘Files unpacked’: 0,

},
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Appendix: Key terms
Containerization. Consolidating smaller files into a single, larger file
Dell EMC OneFS CloudPools™ (CloudPools). Seamlessly tier cold or frozen data to a either public or private cloud 
Dell EMC OneFS InsightIQ™ (InsightIQ). Provides powerful performance monitoring and reporting tools to help 
maximize the performance of Isilon scale-out NAS platform
Dell EMC OneFS Shadow Inode™ Number (SIN). 
Dell EMC OneFS SmartPools™ (SmartPools). Policy-based automated tiering
Dell EMC OneFS SmartQuotas™ (SmartQuotas). Quota management and thin provisioning
Dell EMC OneFS SnapshotIQ™ (Snapshots). Fast, efficient data backup and recovery
Dell EMC OneFS SyncIQ™ (SyncIQ). Fast and flexible asynchronous replication for disaster recovery protection
Dell EMC OneFS™ (OneFS). The OneFS file system is a parallel distributed networked file system designed by Dell EMC 
Systems™ for use in its Isilon storage appliances. OneFS is a FreeBSD variant and utilizes zsh as its shell
Dell EMC™ Isilon™ (Isilon). Isilon is a cluster-based storage array that is based off of industry standard hardware, highly 
modified FreeBSD, and can scale to a massive PBs in a single filesystem using its OneFS filesystem
Packing. Consolidating smaller files into a single, larger file
Small File Storage Efficiency™ (SFSE). Feature to consolidate smaller files into a single, larger file
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